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Cairo Biennale has established itself as one of international major cultural events. Appreciating
the Biennale's global and regional repercussions, Egypt's Ministry of Culture has always been
enthusiastic to allocate its potentials and resources to guarantee its success. Celebrating such
events at the land of Egypt deepens the Egyptians' keenness to explore different areas of
dialogue to narrow different visions and help to incorporate them into interactive perspective
of enlightenment. There is hardly any doubt that human creativity, together with sound and
wise minds, plays a remarkable role in suggestions made to understand and respect the
other. We wish every success to the 11th edition of Cairo International Biennale.

Minister of Culture
Farouk Hosni
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The 11th edition of Cairo International Biennale has undergone major changes, especially after
the event has occupied a prestigious place on the map of internationally-famed biennales.
While Cairo International Biennale is confidently pursuing its role, different events had to
suspend its activities for economic reasons. Other biennales had to withdraw after they failed
to live up to the prestige of competitors.
The global art movement has witnessed radical changes borne by media, digitalized art,
installations, or artistic projects, in which different mediums and techniques, such as ceilings,
surfaces and walls are incorporated into the artwork as well, Over decades, what used to
surprise us greatly is now being exhibited calmly next to paintings, sculptures, drawing and
graphics. Moreover, the philosophy of organizing international biennales and associated rules
have witnessed major changes sought to encourage world’s artists to celebrate a great event
of creativity. As long as Cairo International Biennale is concerned, we had to reconsider
our next step. We decided to inject fresh blood capable of steering the proposed change.
Accordingly, a young artist, Ehab el-Labban, is given the undertaking. In an acknowledgement
of his potentials and qualifications, el-Labban is appointed the commissaire-general of the
Biennale’s 11th edition. Moreover, the Biennale’s organizing committee includes a group of
young artists, who quickly accepted the task and suggested the new format of the event within
two sessions of interactive discussions, regardless of different visions and points placed on
the negotiating table.
I sincerely thank artist Farouk Hosni for his undivided support and wise suggestions. Hosni
always places his confidence in youth, emphasizing that they are the power-house to cause
proposed changes.

artist Mohsen Shaalan,
Head of the Sector of Fine Arts
and the Biennale’s President
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The eleventh edition of the Cairo Biennial lays a bet: we believe that contrary to the gloomy
picture described in a media dominated by a massive imagery of new “war aesthetics” and
now-taken-for-granted “aesthetics of violence”, the confrontation/juxtaposition between the
established, near-sacred, values and the newly “penetrating” consumer goods behavior
change, we believe in a dialogue that respects the other. The violence aesthetics propagated
by contemporary media resulted not only in terms like “collision of cultures”, but also a new
and interesting artistic expression by artists of the periphery and the margins, an expression
that carries an amalgam of East-West visual alphabets of a strong hybrid nature, that attempts to probe new values of visual nature capable of bridging and understanding the other.
The effect of such practices on concepts like truth, fiction and memory is immediate.Laura
Marks, theorist and curator of independent and experimental media, sheds some light on the
matter in her book The Skin of the Film: intercultural cinema, embodiment and the senses,
arguing that "intercultural cinema is characterized by experimental styles that attempt to represent the experience of living between two or more cultural regimes of knowledge.
The Cairo Biennial in its new format believes that the result of hybrid practices of international
artists working today and coming to exhibit their projects in this edition of the biennial draw on
many cultural traditions, many ways of representing memory and experience, and synthesize
them into a language capable of probing, understanding, tolerating and and respecting the
other.

artist Ehab El-Labban
The Biennale's Commissaire-General

The Cairo Biennial 11: New Format with New Roles
The Cairo Biennial comes today at a critical time: worldwide political challenges, military
conflicts in tens of spots around the globe and conflicting perceptions that render cultural
dialogue sometimes practically impossible.Many artists working today spent their childhood,
adolescence and adulthood surrounded by such stresses, and the subsequent effervescent
socioeconomic consequences that lead to civil strife, migration and immigration led and continuously lead a conspicuous change in contemporary aesthetics. In the Middle East, the
Arab society was reshaped according to continuous changes since the mid-seventies, losing
in the way some of its Oriental character, and acquiring instead other traits, some of which
are part of the globalization process, others are simply deviations towards the consumer
goods culture. The impact of the rather rapid change can be seen and felt in the works of
artists living and working today in the region. More and more artists today lost interest in “the
then” popular critical terms in the like of: local authentic versus the contemporary, or the intellectual versus the aesthetic, to the rest of the similar critical expressions, today rendered
obsolete by the advancement of interdisciplinary technical approaches adopted by younger
artists. Many of the contemporary artists working today in the Middle East region, and who
also lead progressive international careers tackle more challenging issues, in practices that
involve documentation, experimentation and hybrid practices like docu-fiction in art projects
that raise questions more than they provide answers, forcing the viewer to get entangled
in a long process of self-questioning. In a world that encourages conflict more than fosters
dialogue, comes September 11, 2001; the whole planet becomes concerned by issues of
East – West differences, reasons for gaps and how to bridge; artists of the Middle East who
always claimed negligence by Western art systems come to light, at last, with the opportunity
to express and be heard. We are able to see clearly the art produced by artists working today
in regional diversity, in Africa, Latin America, the Far and the Middle Easts as influenced by
commercial images that are omnipresent in their newly formed globalization-influenced consumer goods-oriented societies. Artists use extensively interdisciplinary art combinations of
painting, sculpture, video, photography, installation performance and sound to express and
document their spaces and times. Symbols and icons imposed by the image culture are more
and more used extensively in the artworks, a fact that can be directly compared to the art of
the sixties in the West, particularly the Pop Art and post-Fluxus trends. Performance is mingled with photography and back-drop projections using experimental sound, reminiscent of
John Cage, Nam June Paik and Yoko Ono’s collaborative fluxus happenings, while painting
and collage techniques of Robert Rauschenberg, Richard Hamilton, Kitaj, or Kurt Schwitters
seem to resurrect and inspire more and more of the youger generations of artists. The image
in feature film and advertising are an integral part of the twenty first century, and those leave
undeniable effects on the art production; they manage to modulate and modify the behavior
budding generations towards self and society. The new ferocious audio-visual material of the
consumer goods mass culture propelled the previously slowly-progressive societies of the
Middle East into a global visual culture that led to a dramatic confusion of identities, especially among the young, and a state of cultural ambivalence of love-hate towards the West.





 



Ehab el-Labban

Mohsen Shaalan

the Biennale's Commissaire-General

President of Cairo Int. Biennale

ﺿﻴﻒ اﻟﺸﺮف
Guest of Honour


Bruno Caruso

(Italy)
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BRUNO CARUSO – A portrait
As some art critics stated in their articles, it is quite an experience to meet Bruno Caruso,
especially if one has the chance to visit him in his atelier, just in front of the Coliseum, in the
ancient Rome. Such a visit is a journey in the history of art, and - above all - in the love for
art. One can get easily lost entering this atelier where his drawings and etchings were born,
as well his refined paintings on canvas or wood, surrounded by the rare volumes of his library,
the art works that he collected during a lifetime of passion for the lights and the shadows of
the Seventeenth century, the Roman marbles and the classical sculpture, the african and
oriental antiques, precious images, miniatures and valuable objects. Renown art critics and
intellectuals, painters and writers, studied his work and wrote numerous articles depicting
his personality : a man who used his art to fight many battles, against the brutality in the
asylums, the racism and the class-consciousness, the violence of the new generations, the
illiteracy and the indifference, the lack of humanity of the society nowadays, the art system
at present in force that condemns beauty and refuses the value of tradition in favour of
spectacular events. He has been an attentive witness of the historical and political changes
that marked the second half of the Twentieth century , and he has constantly travelled from
one continent to another driven by his interest for the art and culture of different peoples
and countries. His work is the work of a “contemporary classic” who knows how to make
topical the lesson of the past in a world composed of different languages and cultures. He
knows how to look with tolerance at the present , being aware of the value of the history
and of the past. He is a citizen of the world, fascinated by the Arab and Eastern cultures, but
anchored at the roots of his native land, the fascinating island of conflicts and passions, his
Sicily, an extraordinary point of departure and arrival for the poetical and pictorial adventure
of Bruno Caruso, one of the most exceptional interpreter of this sacred place that combines
the heritage and the modernity of the Mediterranean.
CARMINE SINISCALCO, 2008.
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Italy
Born in Palermo in 1927, Bruno Caruso starts to draw in his childhood after the example
of the old masters. Socially and culturally engaged artist, writer and essayist, he started to
show his works in Italy and abroad immediately after the Second World War. In his first oneman show in Palermo he exhibited a collection of drawings inspired by the ruins of the war:
social and civil engagement is a constant element of his art production. Caruso’s drawings
executed in the Fifties in the asylum in Palermo documented and charged the condition of
the inmates in the mental hospitals and contributed to the psychiatric reform carried out by
Italian authorities. In 1947 he started to regularly travel to Praga, London and Paris and later
on to Asia and the Far East, where he took a great interest in calligraphy and miniature. He
was a great activist in the fight for the cultural emancipation of Sicily, his native country, which
is a constant source of inspiration for his work. Gifted by an impressive ability and natural
skill, he is an extraordinary artist who draws and paints as the old masters used to do. He
is also a great engraver and graphic artist, a subtle humourist and writer, one of the most
renown representatives of the figurative tradition and essay writing of the post-war period in
Italy. His bibliography is endless, as of 1954, and his curriculum vitae includes a numberless
list of one-man shows in museums and galleries all over the world. He was awarded in
1988 the honourary Degree from the Palermo University and in 1994 he was appointed
Academician of San Luca. In 2002 he received from the President of the Republic the Gold
Medal as well-deserving leading personality of the Italian Culture. In 2004 the Assembly
of the Sicilian Region and the Federico II Foundation sponsored a great retrospective of
his drawings from 1944 to 2004, and the President of the Assembly introduced him in the
catalogue as “a leading character of the Sicilian Twentieth Century, a cultural and sensitive
intellectual who, between Palermo and Rome, was able to document a Sicily inally free from
the usual stereotypes of landscapes and folklore, and gave by his work a proof to be an artist
gifted with a great virtuosity in dealing with the different art media and a deep knowledge of
“.authentic ethnic contents

BRUNO CARUSO
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ﻟﺠﻨﺔ اﻟﺘﺤﻜﻴﻢ اﻟﺪوﻟﻴﺔ
International Jury
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أﻋﻀﺎء ﻟﺠﻨﺔ اﻟﺘﺤﻜﻴﻢ اﻟﺪوﻟﻴﺔ
International Jury

Dan Cameron

USA






Chairman

Irma Arestizábal

Argentina





Adrian von Roques, Karin

Germany





Adam Henein

Egypt





Chus Martinez

Spain





Danilo Maestosi

Italy





Martina Corgnati

Italy
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DAN CAMERON
He is Founding Director and Chief Curator of Prospect.1 New Orleans, a new international
biennial that opened November 2008 at multiple sites around the city, and he serves as
Director of Visual Arts for the Contemporary Arts Center, New Orleans. Cameron was Senior Curator at the New Museum from 1995 to 2006, where his exhibitions included survey
or new-work exhibitions by Eugenio Dittborn, Carroll Dunham, Teresita Fernandez, William
Kentridge, Los Carpinteros, Nalini Malani, Paul McCarthy, Jun Nguyen-Hatsushiba, Marcel
Odenbach, Pierre et Gilles, Faith Ringgold, Doris Salcedo, Carolee Schneemann, Francesco
Vezzoli, David Wojnarowicz, Martin Wong, and Xu Bing. He also serves as Senior Curator for
Next Wave Visual Art at Brooklyn Academy of Music (BAM) and is a member of the graduate
faculty of School of Visual Arts (SVA) in New York.
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Irma Arestizábal
Born in Argentina--Education: Post-doctorate Degree in Museography, Politécnico de Milano, Italia, 1991.Ph. D in Art History, Pontificia Universidade Católica, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 1976.Laureanda in Art History, Universita degli Studi, Florence (1962-1963) and Rome
(1963-1965).Professor of Art History, Universidad del Sur, Argentina, 1962 PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES-Art Consultant at IILA, Istituto Italo-Latino Americano, Rome-Cultural Secretary
of IILA, Istituto Italo-Latino Americano (International Institution build by Italy and twenty Latin
American countries), Rome, from 2002 to 2007. -Curator of the Collection of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of Argentina, 1998 to 2001.-Director of the Museum of the Presidential House,
Buenos Aires, Argentina, 1992-1997.-Curator of the Collections, Museum of Modern Art, Río
de Janeiro, Brasil, 1986-1990.-Director of the Cultural Center, Pontificia Universidade Católica, Río de Janeiro, Brasil, 1980-1992.-Curator of the Chase Manhattan Bank Collections
in Brasil and Argentina, 1979-1982.-Director of the Art Department, Pontificia Universidade
Católica, Río de Janeiro, Brasil, 1977-1981.-Director of the Cultural Center of the Argentinian
Consulate, Río de Janeiro, Brasil, 1976-1982.-Assistant to the director, Museo Poldi Pezzoli
de Milán, Italia. 1970-1972.
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Adrian von Roques, Karin
Education: Painting, stage and costume design, Academy of Fine Arts, Berlin-History of Islamic and European art, Rheinische Friedrich Wilhelm University, Bonn, Institute of Oriental Art.-Languages: German (mother tongue), English, French and Italian (fluient), Spanish,
Arabic and Persian (intermediate). For the past twelve years Karin hasbeen giving focus on
modern and contemporary art from the Arab world. She has been acknowledged the pioneer
in the academic exploration in this field. She has a depth and perspective in this now rapidly emerging art scene. Ten years ago, her academic research included a poll amongst the
leading gallery owners on different art fairs like Art Basel, Art Cologne or Flac in Paris. The
question was why the galleries do not represent Arab artists in their programme. The survey
revealed the dilemma facing modern and contemporary Arab art. She started to develop exhibition concepts to introduce ARab artists throug museum shows and gallery exhibition to
broader public. At the same time, she had an increasing interest in intercultural dialogue. Her
projects in the coming years will combine curatorial excellence in art and associated cultural
programmes.
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Adam Henein
Education: Faculty of Fine Arts in Cairo, 1953 (sculpture department), four-term study in the
Academy of Fine Arts in Germany—Membership: Jurist in national and international exhibitions
since 1971 and film festival in Cairo and Alexandria—Activities: Stayed in Paris since 1971
as a professional artist, chief Commissaire of Aswan International Sculpture Symposium
since its birth—Solo shows: Germany in 1958, Cairo in 1961, art gallery in Belgian in 1987,
London Gallery in 1988, Institute of le monde arabe in Paris in 1991, Hussein al-Shabrawi
Gallery in Alexandria in 1995, sculpture and painting exhibition in the French Cultural Centre
in Cairo in 1988, Metropolitan Museum in New York, Aswan in 1999, Prince Taz Palace in
Cairo in 2006, Zamalek Gallery in Cairo in 2006, Horizon One Gallery at Mr.& Mrs. Mohamed
Mahmoud Khalil in Cairo, 2007—Local exhibitions: National Art Exhibition, 1999, 2003, the
1st Sculpture Salon of Traditional Materials in the Palace of Arts (Guest of Honour), 2005,
the 1st Festival of Creativity (1st Egypt’s Salon) in 2007—International exhibitions: the 1st
Alexandria Biennale in 1960, Venice Biannle in 1962, Paris in 1980, 1981, 1983; Cairo
Biennale in 1992, Sculpture Symposium in China (black granite statue) in 1998, the 2nd
Book Imagination Biennale in Alexandria Library in 2005—Scholarship: Granted scholarship
for two years, bursary granted by the Egyptian Ministry of Culture—Assignments: the Arts
City in Haram, restoration of the Sphinx in Giza in 1990, executed statue at the entrance of
Al-Ahram newspaper building, Freedom at the Ministry of Education—Local awards: the 1st
prize of Art Production, guest of honour in art exhibition in Egypt in 1996, State Prize of Merit
in Egypt in 1998, the Mubarak Award in Egypt in 2004—International Awards: the Grand
Prize in Cairo Biennale.
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Chus Martinez
Education: (19992001-), MA in curatorial studies, Centre for Curatorial Studies, Bard College,
New York, Master, (19921993-) studies at the department of the philosophy of art of the
Eberhard-Karls-Universitat Tubingen. Professional experience: regular contributor to Afterall
(London/Los Angeles), (20072008-) Board of the Carnegie International, Pittburgh, Acquisition
Committee of ARCO collection, (2006), lecturer at the Royal College London, (2005) Board
member of IKT, the International Curators’ Association, (2002-till now), regular lecturer in the
MA programme Thinking Art Today, Universidad Autonoma de Barcelona in collaboration with
the Miro Foundation. Exhibitions: Staged many exhibitions in different European cities and
curated exhibitions and artistic events, such as (2008)ARCO projects, the gallery selection,
(2005) Gravy Plaent, a world drawing by Panyoitis Michael and Konstantina Sofokleous,
Cyprus National Pavilion in the 51st Venice Biennal (catalogue), Introduction to a Scientific
Aesthetics, exhibition at Telefonica Foundation, Madrid with Mathew Buckingham and Dora.
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Danilo Maestosi
Maestosi was born in Rome (Italy) in 1944. He graduated in Law in 1965 and after that he
had a Master in Philosophy. He started his career as a Journalist in 1967 writing for important
newspapers such as “Il Tempo”, “Paese Sera” and “ ANSA Press Agency”. He's been working
for “ Il Massaggero”, in Rome, for 23 years, in the culture editorial staff, which he directed
for two years, being also responsible for Art, Archeology and Architecture. He's been Art
Critic for more than ten years at “Il Messaggero”. He collaborated with Rai Radiotelevione
Italiana at many radio and TV programs such as “Per Voi Giovani” and “Prima Fila”. In 1983
he worked with Gaumont Italia as Head Press Office and besides as responsible of some Art
Documentary Collections. Now he's directing a on-line magazine “Cinema del Silenzio” with
whom he organized very important Film Festivals in Viterbo and Montefiascone. He's always
been a painter and in late 90's he began an intense activity with many personal exhibitions in
Ravello, Positano, Salerno, Potenza, Matera, Napoli, Tagliacozzo, Verona, Berlin (Germany).
And Rome of course. In 2003 and 2005 two of his exhibitions “Lunario” and “La via della seta”
was held at the Vittoriano Museum in Rome. In 2007 he planned - with Bulgarian painter
Alexander Jakhnagiev- the “Parabole” exhibition, using instead of canvas, some paraboles,
generally used to receive satellite TV broadcasts. The “Paraboles” exhibition was held at
Macro Museum in Rome and at Studio S Gallery and than later it became - with a wider
fromula attended by Mr. Carmine Siniscalco-a tournèe in Egypt through Cairo, Alexander,
Luxor, Aswan.
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Martina Corgnati
She was born in Turin, 1963. She is a curator and art historian. Holding a professor chair
in History of Contemporary Art at Albertina Academy in Turin, journalistic collaboration and
critical involvement: writing not only for “Arte”, “Flash Art”, “Panorama”, “Anna”, “The Journal
of Art”, “L'Indice”, “La Repubblica”, “Carnet Arte”, “Style” for which she was consultant
director. Presently she has a column for “Chi”. She wrote, along with Francesco Poli, the
Dizionario d'arte contemporanea (Feltrinelli, 1994) and the Dizionario dell'arte del Novecento
(Bruno Mondadori, 2001); dedicated to researching female artists from Impressionism to the
present. She curated numerous retrospectives dedicated to masters of avant-gardes and
neo-avantgard, furthermore historical exhibitions as Arte a Milano 194559- (Milano Refettorio
delle Stelline, Galleria del Credito Valtellinese, 1999) or thematic exhibitions as Le immagini
affamate. Donne e cibo nell'arte. Dalla natura morta ai disordini alimentari (Aosta, Museo
Archeologico 20056-). She curated several monographs for contemporary art masters. From
year 2000 on, she has paid special attention to non-western art activities, especially Arab,
and to the contemporary creative practices in the Mediterranean area and the Near East. In
2001 she was appointed a member of the International Jury of the VIII Cairo Biennial, in 2003
Italian commissioner to the Biennial at Alexandria (Bibliotheca Alexandrina), in 2006 she was
appointed net-working curator for the First Singapore Biennale and invited 3 artists from the
Arab world (Amal Kenawy, Khaled Hafez, Roy Samaha).

.. اﺧــﺮ
The other..
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The other..
The other is no other but myself. A motto that is declared and manifested every day in world politics, military
strife, clash of civilizations, conflicting ideologies, numerous ethnicities and beliefs. The Cairo Biennale,
aware of such juxtapositions, will probe what we perceive today as the other; we are inviting creators/artists
to explore the realms of the other within and without. Contemporary art practices today assimilate native and
universal cultures, as well as local specificities of history, heritage and legacy, and produce artworks representative of the artist in her/his social milieu; the art production is an authentic documentation of space and
time. Common belief with or without evidence raises doubts about, the other: the other tries sometimes to
undermine the other’s culture, heritage and/or history. Human wealth is in our diversity; The Cairo Biennale,
in its eleventh edition encourages artists to foster diversity and tolerance. We believe that the other dialogues, bridges and interacts with diversified cultures and civilizations. New horizons will eventually uncover
through such dialogue; results may not be as important as the process; dialogue and interaction with the
other are the paramount objectives. Newer perspectives will enrich others who will follow, and new foundations for such interactivity will be established through this research. In our quest to attain such a dialogue,
artists will reflect upon their own practices and praxis, as well as of other artists from the four corners of the
globe. The other becomes then both the self and the surrounding others. Our other can also be seen as a
subtraction of a local culture, with all its specificities, from the universal culture that contains numerous cultures in cumulative patterns. Utopia versus sophisticated social dynamics, belief versus suspicion and reality
versus fiction all will contribute, in art practices, to reveal both in theory and practice what our invited artists
perceive as the «other». Dialogue leads to better perception of the other, and eventually a better reality.

Ehab el-Labban
Cairo Biennale’s Commissaire-General

اﻟﻔﻨﺎﻧﻮن اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﻮن
2008

Participants
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Spin
Bernardi Roig
Oukal Leele
Pamen Pereira

Azerbaijan
Adil Yusifov

Australia
Lawrence Wallen

Argentina
Rafael Juan

Jordan
Mohammad . Al Jaloos
Hani Hourani

Bahrain
Waheeda Malullah

Algeria
Kader Attia
Malek Saleh

Denmark
Jesper Christiansen
Kathrine Aertebjerg
Michael Kvium

Saudi Arabia
Ahmed Mater
Fahd al-Hijilan
Faisal Samra

Sweden
Karin Ward

أﺳﺒﺎﻧﻴﺎ
ﺑﺮﻧﺎردي روﻳﺞ
أوﻛﺎ ﻟﻴﻠﻰ
ﺑﺎﻣﻦ ﺑﻴﺮﻳﺮا
أذرﺑﻴﺠﺎن
أدﻳﻞ ﻳﻮﺳﻴﻔﻮف
اﺳﺘﺮاﻟﻴﺎ
ﻟﻮراﻧﺲ واﻟﻦ
ارﺟﻨﺘﻴﻦ
راﻓﺎﻳﻞ ﺧﻮان
اردن
ﻣﺤﻤﺪ اﻟﺠﺎﻟﻮس
ﻫﺎﻧﻲ ﺣﻮراﻧﻲ
اﻟﺒﺤﺮﻳﻦ
+وﺣﻴﺪة ﻣﺎل ا
اﻟﺠﺰاﺋﺮ
ﻗﺎدر ﻋﻄﻴﺔ
ﻣﺎﻟﻚ ﺻﺎﻟﺢ
اﻟﺪاﻧﻤﺎرك
ﺟﺎﺳﺒﺮ ﻛﺮﻳﺴﺘﻴﺎﻧﺲ
اﻳﺮﺗﻴﺒﻴﺮﺟﺲ
ﻣﺎﻳﻜﻞ ﻛﻔﻴﻮم
اﻟﺴﻌﻮدﻳﺔ
أﺣﻤﺪ ﻣﺎﻃﺮ
ﻓﻬﺪ اﻟﺤﺠﻴﻼن
ﻓﻴﺼﻞ ﺳﻤﺮة
اﻟﺴﻮﻳﺪ
ﻛﺎرﻳﻦ وارد
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Senegal

اﻟﺴﻨﻐﺎل

Viyé Diba

ﻓﻴﻴﻪ دﻳﺒﺎ

China
Qiu Anxoing

Iraq
Tamara Nouri
Ali Assaf

Kuwait
Shorouk Amin

Germany
Christian Lemnerz
Bernd Damke
Fre ILgen

Hungary
Orsolya Bagala

Morocco
Zakaria Ramhani
Mbarek Bouchchichi

Mexico
Tania Canadian

Austria
Dorit Margreiter
Roberta Lima

اﻟﺼﻴﻦ
ﻛﻴﻮ أﻧﺰﻳﻮﻧﺞ
اﻟﻌﺮاق
ﺗﻤﺎرا ﻧﻮري
ﻋﻠﻲ ﻋﺴﺎف
اﻟﻜﻮﻳﺖ
ﺷﺮوق أﻣﻴﻦ
أﻟﻤﺎﻧﻴﺎ
ﻛﺮﻳﺴﺘﻴﺎن ﻟﻴﻤﺮز
ﺑﺮﻧﺪ داﻣﻜﻴﻲ
ﻓﺮي اﻟﺠﻦ
اﻟﻤﺠﺮ
أورﺳﻮﻟﻴﺎ ﺑﺎﺟﺎﻻ
اﻟﻤﻐﺮب
زﻛﺮﻳﺎ رﺣﻤﻨﻲ
ﻣﺒﺎك ﺑﻮﺣﺸﻴﺸﻲ
اﻟﻤﻜﺴﻴﻚ
ﺗﺎﻧﻴﺎ ﻛﺎﻧﺪﻳﺎﻧﻲ
اﻟﻨﻤﺴﺎ
دورﻳﺖ ﻣﺮﺟﺮﻳﺘﺮ
روﺑﺮﺗﺎ ﻟﻴﻤﺎ
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Japan
Haruko Yamashita

Greece
Eva Caridi

USA
Jennifer SteinKamp

England
Richard Dubel
Sylvia Smith

Italy
Alessandra Porfidia
Cesare Berlinger
Bruno Caruso
Franca Sonnino
Flavia Mantovan
Gilberto Di Stazio

Bulgaria
Delia Chausheva

Bangladesh
Firoz Mahmud

Turkey
Gulsun Karamustafa

Romania
Maxim Dumitras
Ramona Raus

اﻟﻴﺎﺑﺎن
ﻫﺎروﻛﻮ ﻳﺎﻣﺎﺷﻴﺘﺎ
اﻟﻴﻮﻧﺎن
اﻳﻔﺎ ﻛﺎرﻳﺪﻳﺲ
أﻣﺮﻳﻜﺎ
ﺟﻴﻨﻔﺮ ﺳﺘﺎﻳﻨﻜﺎﻣﺐ
أﻧﺠﻠﺘﺮا
رﻳﺘﺸﺎرد دوﺑﻴﻞ
ﺳﻴﻠﻴﻔﻴﺎ ﺳﻤﻴﺚ
إﻳﻄﺎﻟﻴﺎ
أﻟﻴﺴﺎﻧﺪرا ﺑﻮرﻓﻴﺪﻳﺎ
ﺑﺮوﻧﻮ ﻛﺎروزو
ﺳﻴﺰار ﺑﻴﺮﻟﻴﻨﺠﻴﺮى
ﻓﻼﻓﻴﺎ ﻓﺎﻧﺘﻮﻓﺎن
ﻓﺮاﻧﻜﺎ ﺳﻮﻧﻴﻨﻮ
ﺟﻴﻠﺒﺮﺗﻮ دي ﺳﺘﺎزﻳﻮ
ﺑﻠﻐﺎرﻳﺎ
دﻳﻠﻴﺎ ﺗﺸﻮﺳﻜﻴﻔﺎ
ﺑﻨﺠﻼدﻳﺶ
ﻓﻴﺮوز ﻣﺤﻤﻮد
ﺗﺮﻛﻴﺎ
ﺟﻮﻟﺴﻮن ﻛﺎرا ﻣﻮﺳﺘﻔﺎ
روﻣﺎﻧﻴﺎ
ﻣﺎﻛﺴﻴﻢ دوﻣﻴﺘﺮاس
راﻣﻮﻧﺎ راوس
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Syria
Buthayna Ali
Sabhan Adam

Switzerland
Christina Hemmer
Roman Keller

Serbia
Mrdjan Bajic
Vesna Milicevic

France
Thierry Geoffroy-Colonel
Jacques Miaster

Palestine
Hani ZUROB

Venezuela
Carlos Medina
Sydia Reyes

Finland
Adel Abidin
Eiija Liisa Ahtiler
Kaarina Kaikkonen
Lauri Nykopp
Stiina Saaristo

Cyprus
Nicholas Panayi

ﺳﻮرﻳﺎ
ﺑﺜﻴﻨﺔ ﻋﻠﻲ
ﺳﺎﺑﻬﺎن آدم
ﺳﻮﻳﺴﺮا
ﻛﺮﻳﺴﺘﻴﻨﺎ ﻫﻴﻤﻮر
روﻣﺎن ﻛﻴﻠﻠﺮ
ﺻﺮﺑﻴﺎ
ﻣﺮدﻳﺎن ﺑﺎﺟﻴﺘﺶ
ﻓﻴﺴﻨﺎ ﻣﻴﻠﻴﻴﺸﻔﻴﻚ
ﻓﺮﻧﺴﺎ
(ﺗﻴﺮي ﺟﻴﻔﺮ)ﻛﻮﻟﻮﻧﻴﻞ
ﺟﺎك ﻣﻴﺴﺘﺮ
ﻓﻠﺴﻄﻴﻦ
ﻫﺎﻧﻲ زﻋﺮب
ﻓﻨﺰوﻳﻼ
ﻛﺎرﻟﻮس ﻣﻴﺪﻳﻨﺎ
ﺳﻴﺪﻳﺎ راﻳﺲ
ﻓﻨﻠﻨﺪا
ﻋﺎدل ﻋﺎﺑﺪﻳﻦ
اﻳﻠﻴﺎ ﻟﻴﺰا أﺗﻴﻼ
ﻛﺎرﻳﻨﺎ ﻛﻴﻜﻮﻧﻦ
ﻟﻮ ري ﻧﻴﻜﻮب
ﺳﺘﻴﻨﺎ أوﻟﺮﻳﻜﺎ ﺳﺎرﻳﺴﺘﻮ
ﻗﺒﺮص
ﻧﻴﻜﻮﻻﺳﻰ ﺑﺎﻧﺎﻳﻲ
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Qatar
Salman Al-Malek
Youssef Ahmed

Croatia
Josip Zanki

Canada
Andre Domon
Andre Fournelle
Chantale Clavet

Korea
Kimsooja

Kenya
IngridMwangiRobertHutter

Lebanon
Khaled Ramadan
Salwa Zeidan

Libya
Ali al-Abani

Egypt
Armen Agop
Hanafi Mahmoud
Adel El Siwi
Essam Marouf
Wael Darwish
Lara Baladi

Netherlands
Anutosh
Eveline Van Duyl

ﻗﻄﺮ
ﺳﻠﻤﺎن اﻟﻤﺎﻟﻚ
ﻳﻮﺳﻒ أﺣﻤﺪ
ﻛﺮواﺗﻴﺎ
ﺟﻮزﻳﺐ زاﻧﻜﻲ
ﻛﻨﺪا
أﻧﺪرﻳﻪ دﻳﻤﻮن
أﻧﺪرﻳﻪ ﻓﻮرﻧﻴﻞ
ﺷﺎﻧﺘﺎل ﻛﻼﻓﻴﺖ
ﻛﻮرﻳﺎ
ﻛﻴﻤﺴﻮﺟﺎ
ﻛﻴﻨﻴﺎ
اﻧﺠﺮﻳﺪ ﻣﻮاﻧﺠﻲ روﺑﺮت ﻫﻮﺗﺮ
ﻟﺒﻨﺎن
ﺧﺎﻟﺪ رﻣﻀﺎن
ﺳﻠﻮى زﻳﺪان
ﻟﻴﺒﻴﺎ
ﻋﻠﻲ اﻟﻌﺒﺎﻧﻲ
ﻣﺼﺮ
أرﻣﻦ أﺟﻮب
ﺣﻨﻔﻲ ﻣﺤﻤﻮد
ﻋﺎدل اﻟﺴﻴﻮى
ﻋﺼﺎم ﻣﻌﺮوف
واﺋﻞ دوﻳﺶ
ﻻرا ﺑﺎدى
ﻫﻮﻟﻨﺪا
أﻧﺘﻮش
اﻳﻔﻴﻠﻴﻦ ﻓﺎن دوﻳﻞ

أﺳﺒﺎﻧﻴﺎ Spain
اﻟﺪوﻟﺔ ﺿﻴﻒ ﺷﺮف اﻟﺒﻴﻨﺎﻟﻲ

Guest of Honour
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Spain
Art and thought
The project "TRANSGRESSIVE UTOPIA" represents the work of artist Ouka Leele. In these
works she presents herself as a creator who has turned her own biography into true art. Here
begins an entire phenomenology of images charged with emotion and lyricism, recovered
memories of her family and adolescence that have an aura of fetishistic nostalgia about them.
And because she has dedicated herself wholeheartedly to photography, we've been able to
enjoy her great projects: "Cybele" in Madrid's public spaces. Also her giant Polaroids of Paris
for Cartier and, more recently, her project for the Ministry of Culture: "Octopus' Boulevard". In
these projects, as in most of the photographs that make up this exhibit, we can clearly perceive
that singular dichotomy between spirituality and carnality that the artist has made manifest in
all her works. Under the section entitled "DARK LUMINOSITY" we present irnages that serve
as a profile of and help define the works of artist Bernard Roig. In his installation, specially
conceived for Cairo's Biennale, the artist deepens his study of the unsustainable fragility of
the human condition. He has set his characters, surprising individuals with the deformities
inherent to their stability, in a sort of vacuous milky sub-world that does not tolerate well
the luminous and fragile explosion of the real context in which mankind of this millennium
has established himself. Bernardi Roig's figures are actually a metaphor, a brilliant inquiry
that impacts on the darker side of mankind. They themselves imply a condemnation of the
failure of that delirium known as the "superman", the absurdity of every human condition.
Thc installation "THE OTHER SIDE OF THIE MIRROR" that Pamen Pereira presents in
the Biennale, is a reflection on the multiple possibilities of energy's power in the world and
its unifying influence on everything in it. Pamen Pereira, as a unifying energy, focuses her
attention mainly on human beings in as far as the individual's relationship with the Other,
that is to say, with life in society. In her work, the artist has cast her gaze on this play of
mirrors where we identify ourselves with "the Other" in order to recognize ourselves. In this
new project, the artist shows enormous coherence with what we know of her previous work.
A giant wave of hundreds of swallows intersected her earlier spaces, whereas this one is
crisscrossed by a spiral of various household goods and appliances: chairs, mirrors, the
lamps we use every day and share with others, with "the Other".

Manuel Romero
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Spain



Born in Palma de Mallorca in 1965. Lives and works in Madrid
and Binissalem-Awards: 1995, XXI International Biennale
of Graphic Art, Ljubljana, Slovenia-1997, special prize from
Sotheby, Fundacio Pillar I Juoan Miro, Mallorca-2002 first prize
from XXI Alexandria Biennale in Egypt-2003, first prize from
the XXXVII Art Contemporary Foundation Princess Grace,
Monaco-Solo shows2008, Mario Mauroner Contemporary Art,
Vienna, Stand El Mondo, Arco 08, Madrid, Instituto Cervantes,
Milan-Miro Mauroner Contemporary Art, Vienna-Galleria
Cardi, Milan-Claustro de la Catedral, Burgos-CApella de Sant
Nicolau, Girona-2007, The Light-excercises series, Kampa
Museum, Prague, PMMK, Museum of Modern Art, OostendeLightness exercises, Galleria Cardi & Co. Milan, Palazzo
Isimbardi, Milan-Light never lies, Museum of Carlo Bilotti,
Villa Blorghese, Rome-2006, Light exercises series, Domus
Artium Museum DA2, Salamanca, Museum of Art, Bonn-Look
at me, please, Palma Mallorca-Galerie Stefan Ropke, Koln2005, Gallery MAx Estrella, Madrid-Monasterio de Veruela,
Zaragoza-Monolog, Claire Oliver Gallery, NY-Artiscope/Zaira
Mis Gallery, Brussels-2004, Perplexity exercises, Gallery
Bores & Mallo, Lisboa-Frost, Galeria Academia, SalzburgSilencelight execises, Lipanjepuntin Artecpntemporanea,
Trieste.

Light Room video installation & painting, 2007

ﺑﺮﻧﺎردي روﻳﺞ
Bernardi Roig
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Spain



Born in Madrid in June 1957.1976: First photographs are
published by Diorama Ediciones in the book: “Beginning: 9
Young Spanish Photographers”--1978: Carries out the series
“Hair Salon”, exhibited in Barcelona in 1979 and in Madrid in
1980--1980: Settles and works in New York that year--1981:
Works on Pedro Almodovar’s film “The Labyrinth of Passion”.
Madrid--1984: Moves to Paris, works with the VU agency
with which she organizes an exhibit in Tokyo (Japan)--1987:
Shows at the Sao Paolo Biennale--1988: Back in Paris to take
her giant Polaroids for the Cartier Foundation, participates in
the ARCO Contemporary Art Fair (Madrid)--2000: Receives
the National Bibliography Award for “Song of Songs” (screen
prints and drawings), creates the mural “My Metaphysical
Garden” (2002-2004), measuring 300 square meters--2004:
Madrid Community Culture Award, retrospective exhibit “Octopus’ Boulevard”, shooting of the feature film “Ouka Leele’s
Gaze”, directed by Rafael Gordon, started in 2002-- 2005: National Photography Award. Publishes “Floraleza” (Ahora Ediciones) with poems and screen prints--2007: Set and costume
design for Benjamín Britten’s opera “Curlew River”, exhibit at
the Prado Museum “The Weightless Menina” and “My Body Is
My Territory”-- 2008: Exhibit: “Ouka Leele Unpublished”. Museo del Traje. Ministry of Culture (Madrid).

Idea : photo installation & video, 2008

أوﻛﺎ ﻟﻴﻠﻰ
Ouka Leele
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Spain



Pamen Pereira was born in Ferrol, Spain in 1963. Graduated
from University of Valencia in 1986. For the last 20 years her
works has been seen in most of Spain, Europe, America and
the Far and Middle East, displayed in prestigious galleries
Spanish, American and European Museums of Switzerland,
Germany, France, Italy, Mexico or cities like Chicago. In 1996
she prepared her exhibition Hot water for tea for the Museum
zu Allerheilligen in Schaffhausen, Switzerland, and the same
year she received a Scholarship in Artistic Creativity from
the Museum of Contemporary Art Unión Fenosa, MACUF.
She moved to Japan from 1996--1997 and displayed her
work Music in a Vacuum at Recent Gallery in Sapporo. Her
works returns to Spain with the exhibitions MACUF (Museum
of Contemporary Art Unión Fenosa), There is no shore in A
Coruña, and she started to prepare Work office, meeting with
the shadow for the CGAC (Center Galego of Contemporary
Art) in Santiago de Compostela. In 2001 she travels to
Teheran, Iran, where she works on the exhibition An only
flavour. This work she will complete at La Gallera (Grup of
Museums in the Valencia Comunity) and the Cultural Center
Torrente Ballester in Ferrol (Galicia). In 2006 she travels to
the Antartic with her project Fire of the Ice in colaboration
with the DNA Antartic National Direction in Argentina, and the
VAM Valencian Institute of modern Art. She was participates
in numerous Nacional and Internacional Art Fairs, ARCO in
Madrid, Art Chicago, Colonia, Nagoya in Japan o Basel in
Switzerland, Esteban Vicente Museum in Segovia, or in the
Fine Arts Museum in Caracas, Venezuela and the recent
artistic meeting “Artifariti” in Tifariti in the Sahara Occidental.
Your artwork is catalogued since 1989 amply.

installation, 2008

ﺑﺎﻣﻦ ﺑﻴﺮﻳﺮا
Pamen Pereira
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Azerbaijan
Born in in 1977 in Baku , Azerbaijan. He exbibited extensively
follwing his graduation from the State Art College and State
University of Arts in Azerbaijan capital . Yusifov held exhibitions
in homeland as well as in Iran , Georgia and Russia . He
participated in the Emaar International Art Symposium twice
in 2004 and 2007. Awards: the prize of Third International
Biennale of the Islamic World Contemporary Painting in
Tehran. Member of the Artist's Union in Azerbaijan. His works
are part of private collections in Azerbaijan, the UAE, Turkey,
Jordan, Italy, and France.

Painting

أدﻳﻞ ﻳﻮﺳﻴﻔﻮف
Adil Yusifov
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Australia
Lawrence Wallen is an artist working in urban, exhibition and
stage space with specific reference to spatial narrative, spatial
(auto) biography, and non physical space and its interfaces.
His recent work explores ways of mapping urban spaces in
such a way that the complexity and shifting nature of such
entities can be expressed, with focus on issues of spatial location, dislocation, spatial drift and the complex layering of
the built environment.During a recent visit to Dubai he photographed a development where the suburbs names, England,
China, Persia and Spain, were unconvincingly decorated to
appear to be somewhere where they where not. Using these
photographs as a starting point for his contribution to the cairo
biennale He has generated an installation situated between a
map and a theme park.Lawrence is a professor at the University of the Arts Zurich.

photo installation, 2008

ﻟﻮراﻧﺲ واﻟﻦ
Lawrence Wallen
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Argentina
Born in 1932 in Buenos Aires Juan is an architect and an
artist of digitalized art Freelance artist. He worked for Buenos
Aires University and the Ministry of Public Health -Retired in
1992. Did courses in the AutoCAD 2D in 2003, and AutoCad
3D in 2004 His digital works and vision were reviewed in the
Belgrano supplement of La Nacion newspaper. -Juan’s digital
achievements were exhibited widely in local art exhibitions in
Argentina in 2005, 2006 and 2007 -He was nominated for prizes
in the 13th Taiwan Art Biennale. He was also represented in the
2nd Bangkok Art Triennale, the museum of contemporary art
in San Diego and art museum in California, the US.

Digital , 2008

راﻓﺎﻳﻞ ﺧﻮان
Rafael Juan
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